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Court-Martial at Vladivostok:
Mutiny and Military Justice during the
First World War
BENJAMIN ISITT

In January 1919 a unique military tribunal opened at the Canadian barracks at Gornostai Bay outside Vladivostok, Russia: court-martial proceedings for ten French Canadian conscripts in the 259th Battalion of the
Canadian Expeditionary Force (Siberia) (CEFS), who faced the serious
charge of “joining in a mutiny while on active service in His Majesty’s
armed forces.” The soldiers belonged to the Canadian force that was part
of the Allied intervention in the Russian Civil War following the Bolshevik
Revolution. The charges arose from a disturbance a month earlier on the
streets of downtown Victoria, British Columbia, when a platoon of troops
broke from a march en route to the wharf, refusing to deploy for service in
Russia. The soldiers were forced to embark from Canada at bayonet point
and were then detained in the hold of the ship SS Teesta as officers investigated the circumstances surrounding the mutiny, before being tried upon
their arrival in Russia. Following three days of hearings, in which evidence from military officers was adduced before a panel of three military
judges, the accused were found guilty and received sentences of between
thirty days’ field punishment and three years’ imprisonment with hard
labour.
The court-martial proceedings of the French Canadian mutineers at
Vladivostok provide a unique window into the legal procedures and
wider social context of Canadian military justice during the First World
War. It draws legal-historical inquiry to an unlikely theatre, the war in the
Russian Far East, but it illustrates much more than the Canadian govern-
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ment’s war aims in Europe and Asia. The incident highlights class and
ethnic cleavages within the Canadian armed forces during and after the
war, including the dual role of soldiers as workers and French Canadian
antipathy to conscription. The chapter also illuminates diverse state responses to the threat of Bolshevism at home and abroad, which ranged
from a widening of state surveillance and censorship against socialist
and radical labour groups in Canada to the deployment of military force
against the revolutionary movement in Russia.
At the nexus of these social tensions and state responses lay the unlikely Siberian Expeditionary Force and the French Canadian conscripts
who defiantly declared “On y va pas en Siberie!” Through the case study
of their mutiny and subsequent court-martial proceedings – examined
through original archival research into military records and set against the
backdrop of the wider social context at home and overseas – this chapter
breaks fresh ground in the legal historiography of the First World War.
military justice during canada’s great war
The later years of the First World War provided the backdrop for one of
the deepest political crises in Canada’s history, as the rising cost of living,
profiteering, and censorship combined with public anger against compulsory military service and carnage on the battlefields of France and Flanders to produce widespread social unrest. The unrest peaked in events
such as Quebec’s 1918 Easter Riots against conscription and extended to
the general sympathetic strikes that paralyzed production from Victoria
to Winnipeg to Amherst, Nova Scotia, actions that involved many exsoldiers concerned about unemployment and economic insecurity in the
post-war era.1 Displays of social discontent, moreover, were not confined
to civilians but included active members of the armed forces themselves.
As historian Desmond Morton notes, soldier unrest is “as much a part of
the fabric of Canadian history as the Winnipeg General Strike or any other
symptoms of social turmoil in the wake of the First World War. They were
part of the experience of ordinary Canadians, asserting their own interests
against authorities who always professed to know better.” According to
Morton, labour historians “have never shown much interest in military
service as part of the working-class experience.”2
This chapter explores the dual role of soldiers as fighting men and
workers and considers the distinct legal context within which soldiers
dissented during the First World War. In this respect, Teresa Iacobelli’s
recent research has shone valuable interpretive and empirical light on
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the exercise of military justice during the war, including the refinement
of legal procedures during court-martial proceedings and the exercise of
discretion by commanding officers. Challenging prevailing historiography, which had focused on the death sentences of twenty-five Canadian
soldiers “shot at dawn” by firing squad on the Western Front (rather than
the much larger group of 197 soldiers whose sentences were commuted
by commanders), Iacobelli argues that military justice was “far less brutal,
and far more flexible” than previously believed, and that “the individual
records of soldiers mattered far less than the timing of an offence and
the behaviour of the battalion as a whole.”3 Chris Madsen also addresses
this topic, noting that “Canadian officers with legal knowledge oversaw
instruction, application, and supervision of military law within the Canadian Expeditionary Force.”4 All officers were expected to be familiar with
the relevant statutes, the King’s Regulations and Orders, the 1914 edition of
the Manual of Military Law, and the 1917 edition of the training manual
Military Law Made Easy.5 While Canadian forces in the British Isles and
continental Europe fell under the jurisdiction of British law, specifically
the Army Act of 1881, Canada retained under the British North America
Act jurisdiction over the conduct of its own troops on Canadian soil. Soldiers in the CEFS were therefore subject to Canadian statutes in relation to
the mutiny at Victoria. The Militia Act (1906) and accompanying regulations laid out the principal areas of law governing the conduct of Canadian soldiers within the armed forces.6
Soldier unrest during the First World War included riots in several Canadian cities where soldier-led mobs ransacked businesses owned by Germans and other perceived “enemy aliens,” demonstrating an ugly current
of xenophobia and patriotism that surges during wartime. In Victoria,
soldiers responded to the sinking of the Lusitania in 1915 by unleashing
a wild rampage that culminated in the looting of German-owned hotels,
service clubs, shops, warehouses, and a brewery. A year later, Calgary
soldiers ransacked local restaurants and hotels for employing German nationals. Towards the end of the war, in August 1918, Toronto was rocked
by the largest rioting in the city’s history when returned soldiers led mobs
numbering in the thousands to destroy Greek-owned businesses in protest
against that country’s late entry into the war.7 Colonel Harold Bickford
(who would be promoted to brigadier-general and appointed second-incommand of Canada’s Siberian force the following month) declared: “Any
soldier in uniform found participating in disturbances on the streets will
be handed over to the military authorities and be tried by court-martial.”8
These episodes of soldier unruliness foreshadowed tumultuous “demobi-
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lization riots” in Kinmel Park and other camps in England and Belgium,
some of which were aggravated by labour strikes, as Canadian soldiers
openly defied their commanding officers and civilian authorities, resulting in the loss of property and life in protests against their delayed return
to Canada.9
A major catalyst in the transition from passive discontent to active resistance within Canada and its armed forces was Parliament’s passage in
June 1917 of the Military Service Act (MSA), which provided a direct point
of conflict between rank-and-file conscripts and military commanders.10
As Patricia McMahon notes in her chapter on the Gray case, compulsory
military service reflected a decline in voluntary enlistments as the wore
dragged on, in the face of mounting carnage in the bloody war of attrition
on the Western Front which ultimately took the lives of 66,000 Canadians
and injured 150,000 more. Data from the second half of 1916 graphically
reveals the enlistment crisis that prompted Canada to introduce conscription: between August and November, a total of 31,358 Canadians were
killed or wounded in Europe, while only 26,279 enlisted voluntarily.11 Additionally, the Dominion government sought to “keep enough troops in
Canada to guard against invasion or insurrection,” devoting 16,000 troops
to the task.12
While supported by a section of public opinion, the MSA’s passage
provoked a strong reaction from individual citizens, who mounted appeals under tribunals established by the legislation and regulations, as
well as collective challenges from labour unions, farm organizations, and
riotous citizens.13 The British Columbia Federation of Labor conducted a
referendum on a general strike against conscription, with three-quarters
of affiliated workers who responded endorsing a “down tools” policy.14
Labour’s only recourse in response to conscription, socialist longshoreman Jack Kavanagh suggested, was to say to the master class, “If you
touch a man of us, we will touch your industries.”15 B.C. labour delayed
action, but in August 1918 it launched general strikes in Vancouver and
the Comox valley to protest the killing of draft-dodger Albert “Ginger”
Goodwin, a former vice-president of the labour federation who was shot
by a special Dominion Police constable while evading the MSA.16 In Quebec, the unrest went further, with major riots erupting in Quebec City; the
registrar’s office was destroyed and at least four civilians were killed as
the Borden government deployed one thousand troops to reinforce the
local garrison and summoned an additional five thousand troops from
the west (the largest deployment of military force in aid to the civil power
in Canadian history up to that time). Unrest continued throughout the
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summer of 1918. The registrar’s office in Beauce County was ransacked
and a farmer at Black Lake, while resisting the draft, shot a Dominion
Police officer.17
conscription, soldier unrest, and the siberian
expedition
Resistance to conscription and the exercise of military justice were graphically revealed with the deployment of Canada’s Siberian Expedition, an
unlikely and now largely forgotten force of 4,200 soldiers. The force left
British Columbia for the Far East of Russia in the closing months of 1918
as part of an effort by an international coalition to alter the outcome of
the Russian Revolution through bolstering anti-Bolshevik White Russian
forces in the country’s nascent Civil War. At meetings of the Imperial War
Cabinet in London in July 1918, Prime Minister Borden agreed to spearhead the British empire’s military intervention on revolutionary Russia’s
Far Eastern flank (a decision affirmed by his cabinet with an order-incouncil authorizing the force).18 The CEFS represented Canada’s largest
contribution to the Allied intervention in the Russian Civil War, dwarfing
smaller Canadian contingents that served at the ports of Murmansk and
Arkhangelsk in northwestern Russia and at Baku in the south, where Canadians travelled with British forces overland from Baghdad to keep the
Caspian Sea oilfields out of Bolshevik hands.
The Siberian force reached Canada’s Pacific coast as the war in Europe
drew to a close. It was led by Major-General James H. Elmsley, recalled
from the Western Front and deployed to Vladivostok with a small advance party in October. His second-in-command was Brigadier-General
Harold Bickford, head of Military District 2, Toronto, who acted, as mentioned, during the veterans’ riots of August 1918.19 The CEFS was drawn
from across the country. From British Columbia to Quebec to Nova Scotia, the troops converged on Victoria’s Willows Camp and camps at New
Westminster and Coquitlam. In addition to small units of bakers, butchers, medics, artists, and other supporting troops – and Nursing Matron
Grace Eldrida Potter, the lone woman in the force (and wife of Colonel
Jacob Leslie Potter, head of the No. 11 Stationary Hospital) – the bulk
of the CEFS consisted of the 16th Infantry Brigade (Canadian Rifles), a
“mixed brigade” that included the 259th and 260th Battalions and Britain’s 25th Battalion Middlesex Regiment and 1/9th Battalion Hampshire
Regiment.20 These infantry units were joined by a machine-gun company
and two artillery batteries, which had begun their training at Petawawa,
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Ontario. In Regina, “B” Squadron of the RNWMP Cavalry unit enlisted
181 horses and 215 men, all volunteers.21
Canada’s minister of militia and defence, General Sydney Mewburn,
had suggested that the Siberian Expedition be publicized as a “most interesting service,” appealing to the “public spirit of young Canadians.”
Among commissioned officers, interest exceeded the number of available
spaces. However, three days after the Canadian government approved
the formation of the force, Mewburn issued the following order: “If men
are not coming forward voluntarily rapidly enough, fill ranks with men
obtained under Military Service Act.”22 Ultimately, more than one-third
of the CEFS – 1,653 soldiers – were conscripts.23
The 259th Battalion – which emerged as the hotbed of dissent – was
raised entirely from Ontario and Quebec. Compared to the 260th Battalion, a much higher proportion of this battalion was drafted under the
MSA – 705 of 1,083 troops (versus 520 of the 1,026 troops mustered from
the Maritimes, Prairies, and British Columbia for the 260th). “A” and
“B” companies were raised from the military districts around London,
Kingston, and Toronto, while “C” and “D” companies consisted mainly of
French-speaking soldiers from the military districts around Montreal and
Quebec City. Quebec City had been the epicentre of the “Easter Riots” in
the spring of 1918, as anti-conscription sentiment culminated in the death
of civilian protesters and the deployment of several thousand troops. In
Montreal, the local branch of the Social Democratic Party responded to the
formation of the Siberian Expedition by calling a protest meeting against
Allied intervention in Russia, circulating leaflets in Yiddish, and attracting
seven hundred “Russian and Jewish socialists” to the event, thirty-nine of
whom were arrested by Dominion Police.24
The 259th Battalion was led by Lieutenant-Colonel Albert E. “Dolly”
Swift, a career soldier who had served in the 4th Infantry Brigade on the
Western Front. On 20 September 1918 Swift established the battalion headquarters at Montreal. The troops mustered to camps in Ontario and Quebec to report for duty and await the trip west: “A” and “B” companies to
Niagara Camp at Niagara-on-the-Lake; “C” Company to Montreal’s Peel
Street Barracks; and “D” Company to the Drill Hall at Quebec City.25 The
Montreal Gazette reported: “Great activity has been shown by the Military
Police during the past few days in rounding up men all over the city for
military service.” And, in late September, it suggested: “This time next
month they will all be in Siberia.”26 More than six hundred civilians in the
district were recorded at the time as “defaulters” from military-service
obligations.27 To support the military police, the commanding officer of
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Military District 5 in Quebec City deployed Special Service Detachments
comprising three hundred troops to Chicoutimi and the Gaspésie to assist
“in the enforcement of the MSA.”28 Press censor Ernest Chambers warned
the Canadian Press syndicate about the need for “absolute secrecy as to
the composition of this Force.”29
Problems plagued the 259th Battalion from the start. Mobilization coincided with the arrival of the Spanish flu in Canada, the worldwide influenza epidemic that took tens of millions of lives globally and spread
rapidly through sundry military units. Critics later attributed the scale
of the epidemic to wartime privation and the low level of nutrition that
left military units and local populations susceptible to disease. But a recent study has found that “the mobilization of the Siberian Expeditionary
Force (SEF) was the greatest single factor in the diffusion of the disease
… a direct consequence of the widening of Canada’s commitment to the
Great War.” Troops travelling west infected towns “like an invading army
ravaging a foreign country.”30
Quebec’s central health committee urged that “no transport[s] of conscripts” proceed since they were “the cause of the dissemination of influenza” and “dangerous to the conscripts themselves,” but the military
command disregarded this advice and major troop movements began.31
On 2 October, “D” Company had been relocated to Quebec City’s Citadel and the following day the men were “placed in Quarantine owing
to the epidemic of influenza in [the] City.” “C” Company moved to the
Guy Street Barracks at Montreal and was also quarantined. Despite these
conditions, the “French-Canadian companies” (as the battalion war diary
describes them) began preliminary training in squad drill. “C” Company
left Montreal on 24 October, while “D” Company left Quebec City on 26
October. After an inspection and address by Canada’s governor general,
the Duke of Devonshire, battalion commander Lieutenant-Colonel Swift
joined “D” Company aboard a special train to the west coast. The MP for
Chambly-Verchères, Joseph Archambault, would later tell the House of
Commons that “some of the men were forced to board a train for Victoria
against their will.”32
Dissent and disease were not confined to the Quebec units of the CEFS.
Dawn Fraser, a pharmacist from Saint John, New Brunswick, who voluntarily enlisted in “A” Company of the 260th Battalion, used verse to
describe conditions at the Aldershot Camp in Nova Scotia:
Oh! Aldershot, white-tented,
wet, and beastly grim,
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Where my courage was first dented,
When someone screamed, “Fall In.”33

Fraser’s Songs of Siberia and Rhymes of the Road sheds light on the rankand-file view of Canada’s Siberian Expedition and offers a rare glimpse
of working-class culture at this moment of labour unrest. His poem “The
Parasite” pointedly took aim at the unstable global situation:
The world is nicely arranged for them,
Who live by the efforts of other men;
Live by the sweat of the poor and the weak,
Then marvel that men turn Bolshevik.34

Among the Ontario troops in the 259th Battalion, dissent could also be
detected. “A” and “B” companies had been quartered “under canvas” at
the Niagara Camp since late September and had begun training in musketry. “Its [sic] getting pretty miserable,” Rifleman Harold Steele wrote to
his girlfriend Josie Libby in Cane Township, Ontario.35 Like their Quebec
counterparts, the companies were quarantined on 5 October as a result of
the Spanish flu. As soldiers began to die, the mayor of Toronto, Thomas
Church, wrote to Canada’s defence minister, saying that he feared “further
casualties ... owing to heavy outbreak of this epidemic at Fort Niagara.”
He asked why the Siberian draft should be “singled out and kept there
in tents” and suggested that they be moved to “good accommodation”
at Toronto’s Exhibition Grounds. General Mewburn consulted with military officials and rejected Church’s proposal, but he expedited the troops’
departure for British Columbia.36 On 15 October, “A” and “B” companies left Niagara Camp for Toronto, where they boarded a train west. En
route, seventy-five troops were dropped from the battalion on account
of influenza.37 “That was in the middle of that awful influenza epidemic,
which we brought with us from the East,” recalled Captain Eric Elkington,
a medical doctor attached to the CEFS.38
In October and November 1918 – as the war was ending in Europe –
conscripts and volunteers from across Canada converged on Victoria’s
Willows Camp, a horse-racing track and exhibition ground on the edge of
the city. General Elmsley and the advance party sailed for Vladivostok as
the main body of the force gathered at the camp. The first troops arrived
at the Willows Camp in early October, which is also when the Spanish
flu reached Canada’s Pacific coast aboard the troop trains of the 260th
Battalion from Regina and the Maritimes.39 On 7 October 1918 a “tem-
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perature parade” was held at the camp to identify the prevalence of the
disease among the men. Thirty troops, while not actually diagnosed with
influenza, were found to have “above normal” temperatures and were
promptly quarantined by the CEFS’s 16th Field Ambulance.40 Throughout
the city, 50 to 100 known cases of influenza were reported, the opening
wedge of an epidemic that left 101 Victorians dead and another 2,800 ill.41
The city’s health committee banned all public gatherings on 7 October
in an effort to contain the outbreak. Schools closed on the morning of 8
October, as did “churches, theatres, pool-rooms, dance halls, and public
meeting places.”42 The ban would not be lifted until the end of November,
despite protests by Victoria’s Anglican bishop and others.43
Such was the climate that greeted the soldiers of the Siberian Expedition as they gathered at the Willows Camp. The conscripts and volunteers from the 260th Battalion were followed by “A” and “B” companies
of the 259th Battalion, who reached Victoria on the morning of 22 October
aboard an overnight boat from Vancouver. The Ontario companies, consisting of 327 enlisted men and 13 officers, marched through the city to
the Willows Camp.44 Despite the threat of an epidemic, the soldiers of the
259th Battalion were quartered “under canvas” and in the stables used by
racehorses during peacetime, where they were vulnerable to the autumn
winds, flooding, and driving rain.45 Rifleman Harold Steele, a twentyyear-old railway worker from Cane Township, Ontario, who voluntarily
enlisted in “B” Company of the 259th Battalion, described conditions at
the Willows. “The weather is the worst,” Steele wrote to his girlfriend
Josie Libby. “It rains every day and sometimes two or three times a day.”46
As the Victoria Times later conceded, “it may not have been the best time
of year for troops to have been quartered in Victoria ... The latter part of
their stay has been marked by an unusual amount of rain with an attendant sea of mud at the Willows.”47 By the time the soldiers embarked for
Russia, outdoor training was “impossible” and boardwalks were required
to navigate over the flooded fields in the camp.48
The Spanish flu and poor camp conditions provided a fertile climate
for dissent, which extended throughout Canadian and British forces in
the late stages of the war and demobilization.49 Local conditions were aggravated by the phenomenon of “war weariness,” a public revulsion to
warfare following “a long and severe bout of fighting.”50 One-half of all
CEFS members had seen previous service in Europe, and their willingness
to fight in Siberia diminished with the signing of the armistice in November. These men were “veterans of the bloodiest fighting on the Western
Front,” according to historian John Skuce, and suffered serious wounds
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before returning to Canada for medical treatment.51 While Harold Carne,
a stretcher-bearer on the Western Front, wrote, “I’d sure hate like the devil
to be in the shoes of those fellows who are still sporting around in ‘civies,’”
a growing number of Canadians were unwilling to serve overseas.52 Morale within the 259th Battalion was also influenced by the presence of 132
Russian soldiers and three officers, who were taken on strength at the Willows on 24 October to provide interpretive services in Siberia. Containing
former members of the czar’s army, the two Russian platoons had been attached to the Canadian Corps in France and then recalled for the Siberian
force.53 Evidence of Bolshevik sympathies was soon apparent.54
In the face of these conditions, the 259th Battalion continued its training
regimen at the Willows Camp. On 25 October, Brigadier-General Bickford, commander of the 16th Infantry Brigade, inspected the troops during their first parade and rifle drill as a battalion. The troops “made a good
appearance.”55 However, inclement weather led to the cancellation of a
planned church parade on Sunday, 27 October, and forced the cancellation of training the following day, prompting lectures, inoculations, and
dental parades. On 31 October 1918 members of “D” Company arrived
from Quebec City. Reflecting the mood of the period, the battalion war diary records that the company “only lost one man on the way from Québec
through illness.”56 In contrast, “C” Company arrived from Montreal a day
later after losing six troops to influenza.57 At the height of the influenza
outbreak, the troops’ sleeping quarters were transferred from tents to the
stables and exhibition hall at the Willows Camp.58
armistice and the legality of the siberian draft
The signing of the armistice in Europe on 11 November 1918 triggered a
legal and political debate over whether Canadian troops should be deployed to Siberia. As Borden sailed aboard the Mauritania en route to
peace talks in Europe, acting prime minister Sir Thomas White sent an
urgent telegram from Ottawa: “All our colleagues are of opinion that public opinion here will not sustain us in continuing to send troops, many of
whom are draftees under the Military Service Act and Order in Council,
now that the war is ended. We are all of opinion that no further troops
should be sent and that Canadian forces in Siberia should, as soon as
situation will permit, be returned to Canada. Consider matter of serious
importance.”59 Earlier that year, White had attempted to resign from Borden’s cabinet because of poor health but was persuaded to remain.60 Another member of the government, T.A. Crerar, a Winnipeg farmer and
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businessman who would soon defect from the Union cabinet to lead the
Progressive Party, was “absolutely opposed to sending any additional
forces to Siberia.” According to him, “the matter of how Russia shall settle
her internal affairs is her concern – not ours.” As Patricia McMahon notes,
Crerar had adamantly opposed the conscription of farmers.61 Borden rejected his ministers’ advice, maintaining that troops should leave Victoria
for Vladivostok: “In my judgment we shall stand in an unfortunate situation unless we proceed with [the] Siberian Expedition ... Canada’s present
position and prestige would be singularly impaired.” Anticipating that
Canadian troops would not be called upon to engage in active warfare,
“beyond possible quelling of some local disturbances,” he suggested they
were needed to assist the new government of Admiral Kolchak, which
sought to organize anti-Bolshevik forces into a professional army.62 White
reiterated his earlier opposition, pointing out that Canadian interests in
Siberia differed from those of Britain and France, which sought the repayment of debt repudiated by the Bolshevik government: “Canada has no
such economic or business interests as will justify the employment of a
Canadian force composed of young men whose parents and friends desire should return at once to their ordinary occupations ... Canada should,
now that the war is over and no necessity exists for the re-establishment of
the Eastern front, discontinue further participation and expense. It seems
clearly a task for nations more immediately interested in the finances of
Russia. There is an extraordinary sentiment in Canada in favour of getting
all our men home and at work as soon as possible.”63
As an indication that opposition was not confined to labour circles,
the Toronto Globe weighed in on the debate: “Why should Canadians be
forced into a service of which the purpose, if there is any definite aim,
is hidden in the minds of public men? ... There has been no proposal to
make Russia our enemy in any legal form. How can we say that our force
in Siberia is being used for the defence of Canada?”64 On 22 November a
scheduled troop sailing was postponed indefinitely by Mewburn, but this
position was reversed days later when the cabinet yielded to its prime
minister and decided that the Siberian Expedition would proceed – with
the proviso that any soldier who desired would be permitted to return to
Canada within one year of the armistice. “We are advised that this will
be satisfactory to the troops now in British Columbia,” White assured
Borden, prematurely, as events revealed.65 Stuart Tompkins, an officer in
the 260th Battalion, lamented the decision in a letter to his wife Edna in
Edmonton: “Well the worst has come. Instructions came through that all
men were to be asked whether they wanted their discharge. Result about
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one third are quitting. So we are likely to be hung up here waiting for reinforcements for another month or so. It is discouraging.”66 This question of
whether or not the conscripts were asked to consent to their deployment
to Russia is somewhat ambiguous in the source material, and would later
form part of the defence of the conscripts court-martialled in relation to
the mutiny.
Morale among the troops at the Willows Camp waned in the face of
delay, political uncertainty, and vigorous propaganda by Victoria’s labour movement. The movement was part of a national campaign against
the Siberian Expedition and local socialists targeted their efforts at members of the CEFS. When the Victoria Trades and Labor Council met at
the end of November, following the lifting of the influenza ban, delegates
voted to hold a mass meeting against censorship and the Siberian Expedition.67 The council also sent a telegram to Ottawa expressing its “emphatic disapproval” of the Siberian Expedition, calling on the government
to “abandon” the mission and “immediately recall” all troops in Russia or
at sea.68 The BC Federationist observed in late November: “In Canada we
are already seeing a great change in the attitude of the workers towards
the actions of the government. While the workers have been satisfied to
jog along and take all that has been handed out to them during the last
four years with little protest, they are now taking a definite stand on the
censorship, and the intervention of the Allies in Russia. Not only are the
workers asking for some explanation as to the intentions of the Allied
governments in the Siberian expedition, but some of the daily papers are
asking questions, and from the information at hand, there is some little
unrest amongst the men detailed for duty in that part of Russia.”69 Another BC Federationist article quipped: “The Siberian invasion is not being
looked forward to with a very charitable manner by the majority of the
boys now located at the Willows Camp, and according to comments one
can hear amongst them down town, they are wondering what the devil
self-determination of nations really means.”70 Conditions at the Willows
Camp were “not happy,” a reporter with the Colonist confided in December to the local press censor.71 However, the commanding officer, Brigadier-General Bickford, insisted there was “no truth whatever” to rumours
that the Siberian troops were “getting out of hand.”72
Seven hundred members of the Siberian Expedition attended the inaugural meeting of the Victoria branch of the Federated Labor Party (FLP)
on 8 December, while “hundreds were turned away.” Rifleman Joseph
Guenard of the 259th Battalion’s “D” Company recalled that the soldiers
“marched “down the streets together to go and attend.”73 As the BC
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Federationist reported, “the way those boys applauded the Labor speakers showed in no uncertain manner where their sympathies lay.” FLP
organizer W.R. Trotter discussed the war, censorship, and intervention
in Russia, condemning the violent overthrow of the Vladivostok Soviet
the previous June. Trotter told the crowd, “We know enough to distrust
every reference to Russia in the capitalist press.” The second speaker, Jim
Hawthornthwaite, member of the legislature for the coal-mining district
of Newcastle, discussed post-war reconstruction and the role of workers
in Soviet Russia. “They should be left free to produce as they like, and
when we are rid of tyranny and plunder here in Canada we will then be
in a better position to judge others.” When he suggested that the soldiers
were going to Russia to civilize the country, shouts such as “We aren’t
there yet!” arose throughout the theatre. Organizers took a collection of
$46.75 and sold a number of publications, including the banned books of
Kerr and Company.74
The Daily Times, considered the more liberal of Victoria’s two dailies,
railed against “certain elements of pronounced Socialistic tendencies”
and claimed that the Siberian Expedition was needed to “maintain control
of the trans-Siberian railroad along its whole length from the Pacific to
the Urals.”75 Attempting to sway public opinion, the newspaper stated
that Canadian troops would help establish “law and order in a land now
terrorized by the Bolshevik ... part and parcel of the job foisted on them
in 1914.”76 The Times quoted Canada’s trade commissioner at Vladivostok, Dana Wilgress: “The population of Siberia is practically destitute of
clothing, linen and shoes.” The Canadian Siberian Economic Commission
would restore Siberian industry and agriculture “and incidentally secure
trade for Canada.”77
Unswayed, the labour movement intensified its campaign against the
Siberian Expedition, provoking a reaction from the military command. On
13 December, a second protest meeting was held under the auspices of the
labour council. A group of CEFS officers attempted to disrupt the meeting, flooding onto the stage, singing “God Save the King,” and accosting the speakers. One officer in the balcony was “repeatedly jumping up
and down in his excitement, shaking his cane at the stage in a most ludicrous manner.” Labour council president Eugene Woodward was the first
speaker, reading a letter he had received asking trade unionists to “refrain
from holding a meeting and expressing opinions on subjects of which they
had little or no conception.” Woodward claimed that it was impossible to
know if the Siberian Expedition was justified because the truth was suppressed. He described free speech as a safety valve and warned that if the
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Soldiers from the 259th Battalion attend a labour protest meeting at the Columbia
theatre in Victoria, B.C., on 8 December 1918, less than two weeks before the
mutiny.
Source: Sidney Rodger Collection, Beamsvile, Ont.

government was not careful it would wake up with a revolution on its
hands. The next speaker, socialist longshoreman Joe Taylor, said that Russian workers had overthrown the czar’s regime and had taken the land
from the barons. He questioned why Canadian troops should be sent to
the country. A sergeant offered an explanation: “We are going to Siberia
as far as I know because Britain has loaned a great amount of money to
Russia. I don’t know how much, and the Bolsheviki has repudiated the
loan money. This is as much ours as anybody’s, and we are going there
to get it.”78 When a resolution against censorship was presented, officers
stormed the stage. “Our fellows went down nearly in a body and broke
it up and cleared the house,” Lieutenant Stuart Tompkins of the 260th
Battalion wrote to his wife.79 However, according to the BC Federationist,
“the majority of their comrades in the body of the theatre watched their
antics with undisguised disgust, which later developed into very heated
debates, in which the remarks of the labour speakers were strongly defended.”80 Woodward was “roughly” handled during the melee and the
police were called. The BC Federationist reported that “the majority of the
soldiers present were with the labor speakers,” while the Semi-Weekly Tribune claimed that “the whole house, composed mostly of the Siberian contingent, were unanimous in expressing their sentiments … [in favour of]
the withdrawal of the troops.”81
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The prospect of soldier-labour unity created much apprehension within
the local elite, foreshadowing the heavy-handed response to veteran-labour unity in Winnipeg the following spring.82 The lieutenant governor
of British Columbia, shipping owner Frank S. Barnard, sent a secret letter
to Borden on 4 December, requesting the prime minister to “urge upon
the Imperial Government the importance of keeping a few large Cruisers
upon this Coast, if for no other reason, than for that of having a force to
quell, if necessary, any rising upon the part of the IWW [Industrial Workers of the World].” Barnard felt “the presence of a warship” would “do
more than any local military force to settle any local trouble” since “the
personnel of such force would not be subjected to the insidious socialistic
propaganda which reaches the soldier – in other words, would be more
amenable to discipline, and not affected by local influences ... In the event
of labor strikes, with demonstrations leading to riots, a serious situation
would arise if the soldiers were in sympathy with the strikers.”83
Labour halls across the country continued to send a flood of protest
resolutions against Canadian intervention in Siberia to Ottawa. The Vancouver Trades and Labor Council placed itself “on record as being against
intervention in Siberia or interfering in Russia’s internal affairs.” Ernest
Winch, a Socialist Party member and president of the council, insisted that
“if the government desired evolution, and not what was called revolution,” it would halt its campaign of repression against radical labour.84 In
Winnipeg, the labour council entertained a proposal for a general strike
to force the withdrawal of Allied troops from Russia. Toronto’s labour
council also declared against the Siberian Expedition, while a delegate by
the name of Chalmers described the Bolsheviks as “the only movement
that will emancipate the working class.”85 Victoria’s Semi-Weekly Tribune,
meanwhile, suggested: “Ottawa should at once be notified by the Military Authorities of the real state of affairs at the Willows. It is common
knowledge that the vast majority of the men in camp are strongly averse
to embarking for Siberia.”86
Evidence of serious discontent at the Willows Camp in this period is
plentiful. In November, eighty-seven soldiers in the Russian platoons of
the 259th Battalion were moved across the city to the Work Point Barracks,
“these men not being anxious to proceed to Siberia.”87 Bolshevik sympathies had developed among the men, as had an aversion to fighting other
Russians. A loyal soldier in the CEFS reported confidentially that the Russians at the Willows were “all Bolsheviki,” that they intended to join the
Red Army if deployed to Russia, and that they were “debating all the time
the social question and predicting the downfall of the rich.” He went on:
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“I am not afraid to fight the enemy ahead of me ... but I don’t want to be
shot from behind with our own machine guns.”88 Only eighteen of the
Russian troops were eventually deemed reliable for service in Siberia and
permitted to leave Canada. Within the other units of the 259th, efforts
were made to contain discontent: English-speaking troops were transferred out of “D” Company, while French Canadians were transferred
from “C” Company to “D” Company; unfortunately, available evidence
provides little insight into the linguistic background of the commanding
officers of “D” Company. In the 20th Machine Gun Company, seven soldiers were declared “deserters” by a Court of Inquiry on 20 December
1918; every day, punishments were meted out for infractions ranging
from “breaking out of camp” to “highly improper conduct in the ranks.”
As Skuce observed, “barrackroom lawyers fomented discord by pointing
out the illegality of the government’s intent,” which was highlighted by
a government order of 7 December authorizing MSA troops for service
in Siberia.89 A soldier wrote to his sister-in-law from the Willows Camp:
“Well, things are beginning to look awful black over here. We are going to
be railroaded to Siberia, and we cannot do a thing to help ourselves. They
started to dish out our clothes to us the first day, and out of 78 of us 77
refused to take them.”90
Unrest extended to both anglophone and francophone troops, with
sixty-three men being dismissed from the Siberian force for “Bolsheviki
tendencies.”91 On 18 December, hundreds of dissidents in the 259th Battalion sent an urgent telegram to Montreal lawyer Sir Lomer Gouin: “Over
300 loyal French-Canadians in the 16th Brigade, S.E.F., who were willing to do their duty to annihilate the Hun menace, energetically protest
against being sent today in Siberia, contrary to their will, in an expedition
which is not justified and useless for our Country.” The soldiers asked
Gouin, a well-place Liberal, to intervene to prevent “injustice.”92 Canada’s
top military commander, General Willoughby Gwatkin, admitted that
“the Government is in a hole” and that “popular opinion is opposed” to
the dispatch of Canadian troops for Vladivostok.93
Efforts to ameliorate the situation were unsuccessful. The YMCA provided regular recreation and entertainment for the troops, and the military organized a “sports day” and a mandatory lecture on the geography
and political climate of Siberia, attempting to counter the influence of the
labour meetings. George S. Conover, a rifleman in the 260th Battalion,
wrote in the Times: “Some people have a mistaken idea concerning the Siberian Expeditionary Force ... [It] is not for the suppression of the working
class in Russia, but to aid them to put a government of their own choice in
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power.”94 When gale-force winds and driving rain resulted in the cancellation of rifle practice at the Clover Point Range, brigade commander Bickford addressed all ranks in the CEFS “on discipline, complaints, etc. and
propaganda against the Siberian Force.” As the brigade war diary records,
“so-called Socialistic meetings have been held in Victoria at which there
were speeches made ... against the Siberian Force.”95 White wired Borden
in London: “There is a good deal of feeling in labour and other quarters
here against our continued participation and my personal view is that a
serious political situation may arise later unless some definite statement
can be made as to the return of the expedition within a reasonable time.”
Borden responded that Canada had made commitments that had to be
honoured, regardless of the armistice in Europe.96
The stage was set for mutiny.
mutiny in victoria
Departure day arrived, Saturday, 21 December 1918. The weather was
cold and crisp, with the wind blowing from the north. A total of 856 enlisted men in the 259th Battalion and the 20th Machine Gun Company,
along with Headquarters Detachment and several smaller units, left the
Willows Camp for the four-mile march up Fort Street towards the outer
wharves and the troopship SS Teesta. They were under the command of
Lieutenant-Colonel Swift, along with forty-two other officers.97 Canada’s
defence minister, Sydney Mewburn, had travelled to Victoria to inspect
the troops before they embarked. The most detailed description of the
events that followed appeared in a lieutenant’s letter to his wife, mailed
from Japan, which was published in the BC Federationist and is worth
quoting at length:
Yesterday morning (Saturday, December 21) we turned out a reveille, 5 a.m., and
turned in all our camp equipment at quartermasters’ stores. We breakfasted at 6
a.m., and marched out of camp at 7:30 a.m. for the wharf, a distance of four and
a half miles. When we got half way the signal came from the rear to halt, so we
stopped for about ten minutes. Then the commanding officer blew his whistle as
a signal for everyone to resume his place in the column, and we jumped into our
places waiting for the further signal to advance, which was an unusually long time
coming.
We could not see the rest of the column, as we had turned a corner of the road
– and a few minutes later a shot rang out, but still we waited till eventually we
received word to resume the march. In the meantime it appears that our gallant
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[men] ... or a number of them, had absolutely refused to fall in again when the
signal blew, or to go down to the boat at all. So then the colonel drew his revolver
and fired a shot over their heads – in the main street of Victoria – when some more
got into line, though there were still a large number who would not, so the other
two companies from Ontario were ordered to take off their belts and whip the
poor devils into line, and they did it with a will, and we proceeded.
While all this was happening the general staff car was flying round with good
effect, so that after marching another half mile we came to a “guard of honour”
(fifty men in close formation, with rifles and fixed bayonets on either side of the
road) who presented arms in the approved fashion to us – scouts, bugle band, and
the Toronto company – but as soon as the other company was just nicely between
them the order was given to the guard to “Outwards turn,” with the result that
this company continued the march virtually at the point of the bayonet, they being far more closely guarded than any group of German prisoners I ever saw, and
they were put under armed guard till we actually pulled out to sea, and even now
a dozen of the ringleaders are in the cells – the two worst handcuffed together –
awaiting trial.98

Evidence to corroborate this story is sparse, the victim of military and
press censorship and a historiography that failed to ask the right questions while the participants were still alive.99 Previous historical accounts
consign the events of 21 December 1918 to the margins, providing only
passing references that are neither explained nor interrogated for meaning.100 These interpretations do not extend beyond a superficial reference
to French Canadian anti-militarism. Mirroring the weakness of the larger
literature on conscription in Canada, such accounts ignore the complex
interplay of class and national cleavages, and the dual role of soldiers as
workers and fighting men; they confine opposition to conscription to the
province of Quebec.101 To be sure, the class antagonisms found especially
fertile soil among the French Canadian troops because of the long-standing reluctance of French Canadians to support conscription. However, in
framing anti-conscription sentiment and mutinous activity as purely a
French Canadian phenomena, these accounts distort the experience, deny
the agency of British Columbia’s working class, and simplify the motivations of the Quebec troops themselves.
Research into the regimental records of the Siberian Expedition has produced incomplete evidence of the mutiny. According to the official war
diary of the 16th Infantry Brigade, “on the march from the camp to the
dock some of the French-Canadians of the 259th Battn. created trouble
and objected to embarking. The trouble was soon overcome, however,
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and the delinquents placed under arrest to be dealt with.”102 The diary
of the 20th Machine Gun Company is even vaguer: “Parade formed up
at 7:00 A.M. to march to Rithet’s wharf. Made several halts en route and
arrived at wharf at 10:30 A.M.”103 The court-martial would later conclude
that the trouble started “at the date when the men were asked whether
they were willing to volunteer for service in Siberia.” Brigadier-General
Bickford admitted that only 40 per cent of the troops agreed to go voluntarily. Owing to a requirement of the Records Office, the troops marched
in alphabetical order: “This completely changed the company organization so that the men were not under the command of their own Platoon
officers and NCOs. There was one case of an officer who could not speak
French being in charge of a platoon of men who could not understand
English.”104 The commanding officer of the 259th, Lieutenant-Colonel
Swift, described the troublemakers as “French-Canadians, farmers and
recruits” with “very little education,” who were “mislead [sic] by some
civilians while stationed in Victoria, BC, in December 1918.”105 Ernest J.
Chambers, chief press censor for Canada, reinforced this point in a letter
to Chief of Defence Staff Gwatkin: “The Socialistic organizations made
particular efforts to create disaffection in the Siberian Force.”106
Military censorship prevented contemporary reports from appearing
in the press. The labour council’s Semi-Weekly Tribune alluded to “recent
happenings, the knowledge of which is common property in this community.” But no details of these “happenings” are provided: “The Tribune
has no desire to infringe the regulations by giving publicity to these happenings unless forced to do so in self defence.”107 It was later revealed that
the local intelligence officer had visited the Tribune’s offices and extracted
a signed pledge from the editor, a pledge the newspaper threatened to
breach when Defence Minister Mewburn told the House of Commons that
no men had been forced to embark against their will: “If Gen. Mewburn
does not know the truth concerning the circumstances under which some
of the men now serving in the Siberian forces left the City of Victoria he
should forthwith communicate with the local Intelligence Officer ... Not
all Victorians were unfortunate enough to witness the scenes to which we
refer ... The drama was enacted on the streets and wharves of Victoria in
the full blaze of publicity ... Before many hours had passed the news had
spread from mouth to mouth until the whole city was aware of the salient
facts.”108
A week passed before Victoria’s mainstream newspapers even alluded
to the Teesta’s departure, with a Colonist editorial accusing local “Hands
Off Russia” campaigners of encouraging “anarchy and destruction” and
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“opposing the sending of food to Russia in the only possible way in which
it could be sent.”109 In a letter dated 21 December, a correspondent suggested: “There are quite a few slackers who are making trouble about
going to Siberia.”110 In the mainstream press, the Toronto Globe was one
of the few voices calling for the withdrawal of the Canadian troops, citing protests that were “general throughout the country.” While the Globe
acknowledged that “sixty to seventy per cent of the men dispatched to
Siberia went unwillingly,” it dismissed reports of “something very like
mutiny” aboard an unspecified troopship, commending the men for embarking “without serious disturbance.”111
The commanding officer of Military District 11, Victoria, had wired
Canada’s chief press censor on 23 December, stating that there was “no
truth” to reports of an “alleged mutiny of Siberian troops 21st December.”
He noted further: “The embarkation [was] carried out in perfect order”
with “all men quite content. Two or three French-Canadians attempted
to desert on the march to the steamer, but no trouble arose.”112 Chambers instructed all newspaper editors in the country to “suppress report
regarding alleged mutiny of Siberian troops in British Columbia,” suggesting that “publication [would] only cause unrest and bring discredit
to our soldiers.”113 When the Globe and the Hamilton Herald persisted in
pursuing the story, Mewburn instructed Chambers to “take to task the
Editors of the Herald and Globe” and discover “the identity of the egregious liars who ha[d] been in correspondence with them.”114 Chambers
penned a strongly worded letter to the Herald editor – in Mewburn’s Hamilton riding – lambasting the “scandalous story ... so basely reflecting on
the honour and loyalty of Canadian soldiers.”115 Other publications, such
as Saturday Night magazine, helped perpetuate this myth, describing the
Siberian Expedition as “absolutely a voluntary force” and stating that “every member ... was willing and anxious to go.”116
Correspondence from members of the CEFS also sheds light on censorship of the mutiny. Walter B. Ford, a soldier in the 259th Battalion
who, “by military permission[,] had represented the Victoria Colonist in
Siberia,” later wrote to the Department of Militia and Defence offering
to counter the view that the troops were ill-treated: “It seemed that our
battalion especially was fated to be misunderstood. Even the mutiny of
the French companies on the way to the boat in Victoria, in some way got
past the censor in letter-writing and was published in garbled form in the
East.”117 Stuart Tompkins, a lieutenant in the 260th Battalion, discussed
the incident in a letter to his wife, Edna, who lived in Edmonton: “You
may not know that we have had quite a lot of trouble here. This is strictly
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‘sub rosa’ and is not to be repeated. There has been a lot of socialistic agitation here and two weeks ago there was a meeting here largely attended
by 259th men – French Canadians. At this meeting the Siberian Expedition
was discussed and a strong resolution taken against it. Last Sunday night
our fellows went down and broke up the meeting but the harm was done.
When two companies of the 259th were marching down town yesterday
to embark some of the men egged on by agitators refused to go on. They
were escorted.”118 Another letter posted from a Victoria mailbox, by Private Richard Garton Holmes of the 20th Machine Gun Company, illuminates the dynamics of the mutiny: “They had some trouble at the camp
and two companies (who are French Canadians) refused to get ready to
march down, so they got another battalion and chased them out of their
tents with bayonets. Then at one of the places where they let them rest
along the way, they wouldn’t fall in again to march the rest of the way, so
the officer fired his revolver at their feet and made them walk or get hit
... It would have been the same, with the rest of us, only we didn’t raise a
row as there is no use doing that and getting it wrong like the Frenchman
have.”119
Additional detail on the Victoria mutiny is revealed in labour sources.
“In Victoria, if street corner reports are true, some members of the Siberian
Expeditionary Force refused to go, and were compelled to do so by the
use of forceable [sic] methods, amongst which was the use of revolvers
by the officers,” the BC Federationist reported, ignoring the censorship restrictions.120 J.S. Woodsworth, addressing an FLP meeting in Vancouver,
described “some disgraceful scenes” that had taken place “when certain
Canadian troops were only recently shipped at Victoria for Siberia.” He
went on: “We had grown accustomed to hear of German and in the past of
Russian troops being driven by force to the fighting front, but it was something new for Canada, and ... for the British Empire itself, to have troops
driven aboard ship by bayonet and revolver.”121 Having resigned from
the Methodist Church, Woodsworth was working as a longshoreman in
Vancouver, where, according to daughter Grace MacInnis, he “downed
tools and gave up his day’s work and pay” when he discovered he was
loading munitions bound for Siberia.122 At the Western Labor Conference
in Calgary in March, Helen Armstrong, representing the Women’s Labour
League of Winnipeg, asked B.C. delegates whether the troops aboard the
Teesta had reached Vladivostok: “Some of our members have not been
heard from since Christmas ... and we heard ... that it took half a regiment
at Christmas to put the other half on the ship for Siberia.” A Victoria delegate by the name of Flewin responded that, as an organizer of the FLP
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meetings in the city, he had met personally with several soldiers, including some from Winnipeg: “When these boys were given notice they were
to leave for Siberia there was a plan among them that they would refuse to
go. There was one man chosen to lead them, but when he struck down one
of the officers the rest didn’t give him support. However, it took 23 hours
to get those men aboard the ship.”123
Testimony from the commanding officers of the 259th Battalion provided greater detail of the mutiny. “I arranged my company into two parties and went forward when I found a crowd of men on the side walk
talking and muttering in French which I do not understand,” Major A.G.
Pourpore of “A” Company told a military investigator aboard the Teesta:
“I ordered them to go on and one man standing directly in front of me said
‘No, No.’ I ordered my men to make them move and some of them took
off their belts and struck one or two. We pushed them along for about six
blocks when they started to move more quickly.”124 The soldiers in “D”
Company continued to resist, prompting the “guard of honour” to hem
them in on both sides and from the rear as they neared the outer wharves,
marching them at bayonet point into a shed.125 Forty soldiers were arrested and detained in the shed, then paraded before the 259th Battalion’s
commanding officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Swift. Thirty received summary
sentences, ranging from seven to twenty-eight days, Field Punishment
No. II. A dozen others were remanded into custody, their charges held
over for court-martial “because the evidence pointed to their being more
active in the affair.”126 Most faced the serious charge of: “While on Active
Service Joining in a Mutiny in forces belonging to His Majesty’s Auxiliary
Forces.”127
Conditions aboard the Teesta were “very poor,” in the words of LanceCorporal Erskine Ireland. Five days into the journey, the ship encountered
a heavy storm, during which Rifleman Frank J. Kay fell down a coal chute
and died. A Chinese crew member also died on the crossing. On New
Year’s Day, the troops received plum pudding, a bottle of beer, and an
apple or orange.128
court-martial
On 25 January 1919, two weeks after the SS Teesta had reached the Russian port of Vladivostok, the Canadian command convened a Field General Court-Martial for the accused ringleaders of the mutiny. All had
been conscripted under the authority of the Military Service Act and
all held the rank of rifleman. They were: Onil Boisvert, a twenty-two-
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year-old farmer from Drummond, Quebec; Sylvio Gilbert, a twentyyear-old labourer from Jonquières; Joseph Guenard, a nineteen-year-old
plumber from Quebec City; Edmond Leroux, a twenty-two-year-old
lumberjack from Saint-Apolline; Edgar Lebel, a twenty-one-year-old
farmer from Saint-Épiphane, Témiscouata County; Alfred La Plante,
a twenty-three-year-old mechanic from Richelieu; Edmond Pauze, a
thirty-year-old blacksmith from Joliette; Leonce Roy, a twenty-twoyear-old farmer, also from Saint-Épiphane; Arthur Roy, a twenty-threeyear-old saw-maker from Montreal who resided in St Catharines at the
time he was conscripted; and Adore Leroux, a twenty-three-year-old
mechanical engineer from Le Cèdres, Soulanges County, Quebec.129
Guidelines adopted by the CEFS command stipulated: “In all cases in
which a charge is serious and may entail the death penalty, a legal Officer should be procured to act as prisoner’s friend.”130 This distinguished
the system of military law from the ordinary civilian criminal law that
prevailed in Canada at this time, when defendants who lacked financial
means were often represented pro bono by lawyers offering their services
informally as a voluntary obligation of their profession.131 In other respects, procedures employed at courts-martial were similar to those used
in civilian criminal trials, with witnesses subject to cross-examination and
character witnesses admitted subject to some restrictions.132
However, the veneer of an adversarial trial with legal representation
and some procedural rights for the accused fit uneasily with the reality
of quasi-inquisitorial proceedings where the “prisoner’s friend” lacked
independence from the military command and other elements of civilian
criminal law were absent. In contrast to ordinary criminal law, which provided for a separation between the prosecutorial and judicial functions, in
military law these roles were combined in the judge advocate, resulting
in a lack of procedural rights for the accused. Lieutenant-Colonel Gregor
Barclay, a Montreal barrister and military officer, served as judge advocate for the Canadian force in Vladivostok.133 There were also much more
limited avenues for recourse against a ruling, with no appeal mechanism
that was independent of the military command against whose authority
the accused were alleged to have offended. The reason for this variation
was the fundamental distinction of purpose between a civilian trial, designed to provide for justice, and a military court-martial, designed to uphold discipline within the armed forces. Moreover, as Iacobelli has noted,
field general courts-martial “were simplified in both routine and requirements” from ordinary courts-martial, with their procedural rules “relaxed
in order to deal effectively with conditions of war on the ground.”134
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According to army regulations, soldiers accused of offences punishable
by death would have their cases heard before a three-member panel of
officers unless operational considerations made this impossible. Officers
could be drawn from any unit, though the accused soldier’s commanding
officer was not eligible to serve on the court-martial. While some legal
background was encouraged, the number of qualified officers had diminished markedly by the late stages of the war and, according to Iacobelli,
“there was little time and few resources to train new officers in the complexities of military law.”135 Indeed, the three officers selected to serve
on the court-martial at Vladivostok appear to have had no formal legal
training prior to military service: Lieutenant-Colonel Geoffrey Lidbrook
McDonell identified his occupation as “prospector, hunter [and] trapper”
on his officers’ declaration paper; Major Paul Fleetford Sise was a businessman who would assume the presidency of the Northern Electric company upon his return from Russia; and Captain John Hyde Bennett was a
career soldier.136
The court-martial proceedings took place over three days of hearings
at the Canadian barracks at Gornostai Bay, a former czarist military base
nine miles east of Vladivostok on a barren hillside overlooking the sea.
The military tribunal received evidence from witnesses and statements
sworn by the accused and translated into English. Based on available evidence, the court-martial of the accused francophone soldiers appears to
have been conducted entirely in English, raising further questions about
the fairness of the proceedings. There were also complaints of ill treatment. “Although being kept under arrest since over 38 days, to date I have
never been given permission to take a bath or supplied with a change of
underwear,” Alfred Laplante declared. He had been “used on all kinds
of fatigues and works – being treated as a convicted prisoner instead of
as a man awaiting trial.” Laplante had attended the labour meetings in
Victoria, where the soldiers “were advised that the Canadian Government
could not force [them] to go to Siberia unless [they] were prepared to sign
a written statement to that effect.” A labour paper, “widely circulated in
[the Willows] Camp,” underscored this point, as did statements made by
non-commissioned officers in “C” Company. On two occasions, Laplante
was paraded with his platoon in front of the company officers and asked
to sign a pledge stating his willingness to go: “On both occasions I refused
to do so.”137
Alfred Laplante insisted that he had “never joined in or caused a mutiny.”138 However, several witnesses identified him as the ringleader,
violating standing orders of the CEFS that stated clearly that “no man
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will fall out without permission of an officer” during a march, and that “a
high standard of discipline must be maintained at all times and under all
conditions.”139 Lieutenant Wallace Webb of “C” Company testified that
Laplante was at the centre of a group of Quebec troops “bunched together
in a doorway” at Fort and Quadra streets who refused repeated orders
to “fall in.” Rather than continue the march towards the wharf, Laplante
defiantly shouted in English, “About Turn, About Turn” – seeking to instigate a return to the Willows Camp. A corporal in the 259th Battalion,
L.-G. Bouillon, testified that Laplante told him to “mind his own business”
when ordered to “fall in.”140 However, other officers testified to the motivations behind the mutiny – the broken promise that no soldier would
be sent to Russia against his will. Platoon commander Lieutenant J.-M.
Pellerin described the “strong impression in [his] platoon, to which the
accused belong[ed], that those who did not sign would be sent home.” A
non-commissioned officer, Sergeant E.M Tuffs, said that no attempt had
been made to prevent soldiers from attending the labour meetings, and
he testified that the labour council’s Semi-Weekly Tribune newspaper was
widely circulated in the Willows Camp. The final witness at Laplante’s
trial insisted that “the accused ... [did] not understand English.”141 In the
face of this evidence, the military court found Laplante guilty of “joining
in a mutiny in forces belonging to His Majesty’s Auxiliary Forces” and
sentenced him to two years’ imprisonment with hard labour.142
While this was a serious sentence from the standpoint of the accused
(who felt, like the others, that he had been wrongly deployed to Russia),
it demonstrated a degree of leniency on the part of the military command,
and probably reflected a discretionary quality of military justice that
Teresa Iacobelli has noted.143 All but three of the twenty-five Canadian
soldiers executed on the Western Front had been convicted of desertion,
perhaps reflecting a sense of immediacy and urgency to maintain a steady
supply of troops that was less of an issue in the Siberian campaign. There
were relatively few episodes of Canadian soldiers collectively refusing
to deploy for service during the First World War, resulting in a paucity
of legal precedents to guide the deliberations of the officers conducting
the court-martial at Vladivostok. Moreover, the complex legal status of
the Siberian Expedition, occurring after the conclusion of the armistice
and amid unanswered legal questions over the government’s authority
to deploy conscripts, may have dampened the zeal of the commanding
officers to issue harsh sentences up to and including death. It is difficult
to determine with precision the legal reasoning behind the court-martial’s
decision on sentencing. In this regard it is interesting that discretion was
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exercised not only in the mutiny cases but also in cases of desertion, since
deserters in the Russian Far East received much lesser sentences than their
counterparts on the Western Front.
The court-martial proceedings at Vladivostok also differed substantially from earlier episodes of military justice in Canada, such as the legal
response to the rebellions in Upper and Lower Canada in 1837–8. Those
military trials at Kingston and London, as Barry Wright has demonstrated, applied to civilians, including both American invaders and rebellious civilian subjects of Upper Canada, not only Canadian soldiers on
active military service. The military proceedings of the 1830s were exceptionally harsh even by the standards of the time, relying on the provisions
of the hastily approved Lawless Aggressions Act, which curtailed procedural safeguards available to accused persons under the Treason Act, and
culminating in harsh sentences including eighteen executions and nearly
eighty deportations from Upper Canada. The accused foreigners and civilians “received summary justice, with the thinnest veneer of legality,”
according to Wright.144 In Lower Canada, the picture was even starker, as
British military commanders responded to armed insurgency of French
Canadian civilian rebels with a mass general court-martial in Montreal
in the winter of 1838–9. As Murray Greenwood has demonstrated, the
proceedings were rife with procedural irregularities, partiality, and a lack
of due process, with commanders serving as “judges” against civilian patriotes they had recently faced in battle, and defendants lacking avenues
of representation, evidence, and appeal that were gaining currency in the
civilian legal system.145 The intensity of the British authorities’ response
to the 1830s rebellions and the seeming disregard for the rights of the accused reflected the scope of the emergency confronting the military and
civil authorities, as well as the tenuous recognition of individual rights
within the British empire’s legal and military institutions in the period. In
contrast, the court-martial at Vladivostok pertained to a localized episode
of mutiny within a particular military unit, one that had little apparent impact on public order within the civilian population and that was detached
from the imminent threat of opposing enemy forces.
At the Gornostai Bay barracks, the trials of the other accused followed
the conviction of Alfred Laplante. Onil Boisvert (who had been hospitalized with influenza before leaving Montreal) was sentenced to two years’
hard labour based, the conscript later wrote, on “the lies of others.”146 His
trial heard evidence from Major Guy Boyer of “D” Company: “[Boisvert]
kept on saying in French, ‘We will not go to Siberia.’ He was trying to persuade my men not to go.” Sergeant J.-A. Deguise of “C” Company said:
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“I noticed the accused on the side walk among the men of D. Company,
saying ‘Come on boys, C. Company is with you.”147 In a written statement, Boisvert insisted that he had refused to sign the consent form for
Siberia because “as a farmer [he] was more useful at home.”148 Rifleman
Arthur Roy received the harshest sentence – three years’ penal servitude
(later commuted to two years) on the charge of “Joining a Mutiny” – for
conduct that Major Boyer described as “inciting the others not to comply”
and threatening to strike the Catholic chaplain of the battalion, Captain
Jacques Olivier, who urged him to “Fall In”: “He was surrounded by several men ... and acted as spokesman for this group ... He kept on shouting
‘On y va pas à Siberia’ ... ‘On y va pas,’ ‘On y va pas.’”149 On 20 December, the day before the mutiny, rumours had swirled around the Willows
Camp. “There was likely to be trouble,” Roy’s platoon sergeant informed
a senior officer, and “Rifleman Arthur Roy was one of the Ring Leaders.”
On a streetcar from the camp to downtown Victoria that evening, Roy
was overheard announcing that Canada “had no right to fight against
the Bolsheviki” and that it would “take a good man to put [him] on the
boat.” When he returned to the Willows that night, Lieutenant T.J. Morin
informed Roy of the grave consequences of “such a movement.” Roy insisted at the time that there was no truth to the rumours.150
The other dissenters received lesser sentences. Edmond Leroux, who allegedly sat on a fence during the melee and refused a direct order from the
battalion’s commanding officer to fall in, was convicted of “wilful disobedience” and sentenced to one-year hard labour.151 Joseph Guenard and
Edmond Pauze – “one of the best soldiers in my company,” according
to Lieutenant E.J. Mantell – were found guilty of “Joining a Mutiny” and
sentenced to six months’ hard labour. Pauze had reportedly joked to a
comrade, “On n’est pas assez pour faire un strike” (We are not enough to
make a strike).152 While serving his hard-labour sentence, Pauze strained
his lumbar spine and spent ten days in hospital.153 Sylvio Gilbert received
ninety days’ Field Punishment No. 1, Leonce Roy received thirty days’
Field Punishment No. 1, and Egard Lebel received twenty-eight days’
Field Punishment No. 1, all of which were served at the Field Punishment
Station at the East Barracks, Vladivostok.154 Adore Leroux was found not
guilty on all charges.155
The sentences imposed on these working-class Quebec youth were designed to have a deterrent effect within the CEFS. They were generally
consistent with sentences imposed in other mutiny cases in the Canadian
Expeditionary Force in non-combat situations (for example, among the
Canadian soldiers who mutinied at Nivelles, Belgium, in December 1918,
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sixty faced charges and sentences as high as five years’ penal servitude).156
However, as Teresa Iacobelli has noted, “the individual records of soldiers mattered far less than the timing of an offence and the behaviour
of the battalion as a whole.”157 Unlike the European theatre, the military
command was on dubious legal ground in pursuing charges against CEFS
soldiers conscripted under the MSA. Contrary to historian John Skuce’s
claims, it was not merely “barrackroom lawyers” who questioned the legality of deploying conscripts in the Siberian Expedition.158 While section
2(b) of the MSA provided for compulsory service for “the defence of Canada, either in or beyond Canada,” the soldiers themselves as well as members of Parliament from Quebec believed it was inaccurate to interpret the
Siberian adventure as being necessary for the defence of Canada.159
As late as April 1919, as the Canadians prepared to evacuate Vladivostok
in the midst of growing tensions among Allied and White Russian forces
and a robust partisan guerrilla movement, questions arose in Parliament
over the legality of deploying conscripts in the CEFS. Defence Minister
Mewburn responded to a formal inquiry by wiring Elmsley in Vladivostok, asking whether any Canadian “draftees objected to doing Military
Service in Siberia.” The Canadian commander made discreet inquiries
among his commanding officers before responding (selectively) that “no
objection on part draftees to doing military service in Siberia brought to
notice.”160 In the face of this legal ambiguity, as well as the growing vulnerability of the Conservative government in Ottawa, the judge advocate
in Vladivostok received an application to release, on suspended sentence,
the “men convicted of mutiny at Victoria, BC” – a request that Elmsley
authorized.161
conclusion
The nine French Canadian conscripts convicted of mutiny at Victoria were
spared the fate of the twenty-five Canadian soldiers executed by firing
squad on the Western Front.162 This perhaps confirms Iacobelli’s findings
regarding the wide discretionary latitude exercised by commanding officers during the First World War, as well as possible reluctance on the
part of military judges and the force command in light of public opposition to the Siberian campaign. But the Siberian conscripts suffered distinct
forms of degradation in their brush with military justice. Influenced by
labour agitation, their morale weakened by poor weather and the Spanish
flu, the soldiers refused to leave Victoria for Vladivostok, and the military
authorities used force – revolvers, canvas belts, and bayonets – to ensure
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Siberian Sapper newspaper, Vladivostok, February 1919 (one of two newspapers
published by the Canadians in Vladivostok). The headline reveals a question on
the mind of many of the troops.
Source: Stephenson Family Collection, McMaster Archive and Research
Collections.
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their deployment to Russia. They were shackled in the bottom of the ship
for the three-week voyage to Vladivostok, and denied the basic human
right to bathe or change clothes – in the midst of an influenza epidemic
that was taking the lives of millions of soldiers and civilians around the
globe. “They didn’t want to go to war,” Captain Charles Hertzberg wrote
in his diary after the Canadians had reached Vladivostok.163 Commenting
on the wider Siberian Expedition, Dr Henri Sévérin Béland, MP for Beauce
and a former prisoner-of-war in Germany, refused to mince words in a
speech to the House of Commons on 10 June 1919, as the last ship sailed
for Victoria: “This expedition was a political error, a military mistake, and
a wanton extravagance.”164
The mutiny in Victoria and the court-martial proceedings at Vladivostok provide a powerful window into the exercise of Canadian military justice during the First World War, illuminating tensions within the
armed forces and social cleavage in Canadian society in the context of
the forgotten military adventure in revolutionary Russia. The Canadian
government’s determination to deploy troops to Vladivostok strained
class and linguistic antagonisms – within the CEFS and the broader country – provoking mutiny in the streets of Victoria in December 1918 that
resulted in violence and imprisonment for those who proclaimed “On y
va pas en Siberie!” Canadian commanders seemed more willing to use
force against their own soldiers to ensure their deployment to Russia than
to engage the Bolshevik enemy overseas. During Canada’s seven-month
sojourn in Siberia and the Russian Far East, soldiers participated in only
one aborted military engagement. Within the broader Canadian society,
the Siberian Expedition brought about censorship of major newspapers
such as the Toronto Globe and intensified the repression of working-class
and socialist parties. The widening labour and farmer revolt in post-war
Canada was bound up with the government’s decision to deploy troops
to Russia, which contributed to the general strikes that erupted from Victoria to Winnipeg to Amherst in the spring of 1919. As a 1957 graduate
thesis concluded, the Siberian Expedition “helped to provoke the worst
labour troubles in Canadian history.”165 Among workers, farmers, and
the general population of Quebec, seething anger over conscription and
profiteering was inflamed by the Canadian government’s insistence on
sending troops to Russia after the armistice had been signed. These social
cleavages in post-war Canada endured.
The connection between domestic unrest and the Siberian Expedition
(and, implicitly, the failure of Canada’s military adventure in the Russian
Far East) was graphically revealed when the force returned home, in the
wake of the general strikes in Winnipeg and other cities. Brigadier-Gen-
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eral Harold Bickford, the second-in-command of the force, told the Globe:
“If they arrest any Bolshevists in Canada, Siberia is the best place for them
... There are a lot of their fellows over there.”166
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